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Chapter 1 : Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Class 9th
The Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti is going to conduct the entrance test for the admission of various classes such
as 4 th, 5 th, 6 th, 7 th, 8 th, 9 th,10 th and 11thth. But the entrance exam conduct only for 6th & 9th classes and for 11th
class direct merit list prepared by JNV Samiti.

Download district wise, schools wise vacancies list for admission into 9th standard Navodaya vidyala Samithi
has released the notification about Online application for lateral entry into class IX against vacant seats. More
than vacant or not filled admissions are there in the JNV schools. Last date to submit the online application is
5th April. Exam is scheduled on 19th May But if there were any vacancies available in remaining standards,
IX class is allowed to join with Lateral entry selection test. The nominal fees is rupees for education, Boarding
for girls and boys. The government employees are to pay rupees per month. At present there were funtional
model schools are operated by the Navodaya vidyala samithi. Applications are to be registered with in 5th
April Online applications are allowed to register at the Common service centers. Direct registrations are
allowed with principals of concerned Navodaya vidyalaya only. The JNV 9th Class admission and selection
test will be conducted on 19th May at the designated exam test centers. In the same way a separate link will
appear in home page to download the 9th class hall tickets. Exam centers will be in the same district where the
applicant has chosen his or her region of admission. First check the updates section to get news. If you applied
your admission request at Common Service Centers. Give the application registration form number to the
operator. People who have applied to the JNV school principal can download from the website directly.
Approach the helpline for any further support. The chief convener of navodaya vidyalaya samithi has given
the press not of JNV Admit cards Please find the process below. Now provide your application form
registration number of applicant mobile number. Two options are there to download application forms and
download Admit cards. Select the Download hall ticket button. Verify the document and save it for admission
usage. Navodaya 9th class Exam schedule Important Dates.
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Chapter 2 : JNVST 9th Class Admit cards download Exam time table Results date
Navodaya 6th 9th entrance syllabus along with JNVS Class VI & IX Entrance Pattern, exam sample/ model/ previous
papers Download, admission test dates on the website NVS is going to conduct the entrance exam on Feb , April June
for 6th, 9th class admission.

Vincent has a paper route. Each morning, he delivers 37 newspapers to customers in his neighborhood. It takes
Vincent 50 minutes to deliver all the papers. If Vincent is sick or has other plans, his friend Thomas, who lives
on the same street, will sometimes deliver the papers for him. Vincent and Thomas live in the same
neighborhood. It takes Thomas more than 50 minutes to deliver the papers. It is dark outside when Vincent
begins his deliveries. Thomas would like to have his own paper route. The Pacific yew is an evergreen tree
that grows in the Pacific Northwest. The Pacific yew has a fleshy, poisonous fruit. Recently, taxol, a substance
found in the bark of the Pacific yew, was discovered to be a promising new anticancer drug. Taxol is
poisonous when taken by healthy people. Taxol has cured people from various diseases. People should not eat
the fruit of the Pacific yew. The Pacific yew was considered worthless until taxol was discovered. Erin is
twelve years old. For three years, she has been asking her parents for a dog. Her parents have told her that they
believe a dog would not be happy in an apartment, but they have given her permission to have a bird. Erin has
not yet decided what kind of bird she would like to have. Erin does not like birds. Erin and her parents live in
an apartment. Erin and her parents would like to move. Tips to Make Study Interesting Q. Tim would be better
off taking the bus to work. Many commuters will complain about the new train schedule. Tim will likely look
for a new job closer to home. When they heard news of the hurricane, Maya and Julian decided to change their
vacation plans. Instead of traveling to the island beach resort, they booked a room at a fancy new spa in the
mountains. Maya and Julian take beach vacations every year. The spa is overpriced. It is usually necessary to
book at least six months in advance at the spa. Maya and Julian decided to change their vacation plans because
of the hurricane.
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Chapter 3 : Navodaya 6th & 9th Entrance Syllabus Sample/ Model/ Previous Papers
The Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya entrance exam question papers for class 9 from the previous selection test is
available here. The notification regarding the Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti Selection Test for class 9 is yet to be provided
by the JNV.

The best conductor of electricity isâ€” a filtered hot water b distilled water c filtered water at room
temperature d salt water Ans: Blue colour of the sky is consequence ofâ€” a dispersion b refraction c
scattering d reflection Ans: The coil of an electric heater is made ofâ€” a tungesten b nichrome c aluminium d
None of these Ans: Optic fibres are mainly used for which of the following? Light year is related toâ€” a
speed b intensity c energy d distance Ans: Rocket works on the principle ofâ€” a conservation of mass b
conservation of energy c conservation of momentum d None of the above Ans: A colourblind person has
difficulty in distinguishing between which colours? Vinegar, very commonly used in Chinese food, is
actuallyâ€” a ethyl alcohol b folic acid c acetic acid d nitric acid Ans: Which gas is responsible for global
warming? Which is the chemical formula of marsh gas? Balloons are filled withâ€” a oxygen b argon c
nitrogen d helium Ans: Which synthetic fiber is known as artificial silk? What makes a lemon sour? Which of
the following disease is caused by the bite of a mad dog? Which gas is essential for photosynthesis? Largest
part of human brain isâ€” a cerebrum b mid brain c cerebellum d olfactory labbe Ans: The metallic elements
present in haemoglobin isâ€” a iron b magnesium c sodium d zinc Ans: What is the name of instrument used
for measuring blood pressure? The yellow colour of urine is due to presence ofâ€” a bile b lymph c cholesterol
d urochrome Ans: Which of the following is not a mosquito borne disease?
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Chapter 4 : JNVST Model Papers , Navodaya 5th, 9th, 10th Previous Paper Pdf
JNVST Model Papers Download for Navodaya Admission Selection test for class 5th to 6th, 8th to 9th and 10th to 11th
or 12th Lateral Entry Admission tests, Download Navodaya Previous Paper Pdf with JNVST Sample Model Papers with
Answer Solutions .

Four alternatives are suggested for each question. Choose the correct alternative out of the four. The sparrows
took no the bread. He shows great ability Mathematics. Find the correctly spelt word. Which type of mirror is
used in the head lights of vehicles? Moving electric charge producesâ€” a magnetic field b sound waves c light
rays d heat waves Ans: The SI unit of electric charge isâ€” a ampere b coulomb c e. Which colour of light
shows maximum deviation when passed through a prism? The best material for the core of a transformer isâ€”
a stainless steel b mild steel c hard steel d soft iron Ans: Decibel is a term connected withâ€” a air b water c
sound d soil Ans: Optical fibres are mainly used for which of the following? Magnets are stored inâ€” a thin
papers b thin clothes c electromagnets d keepers Ans: Electric current is measured byâ€” a resistor b voltmeter
c galvanometer d ammeter Ans: Washing soda is the common name forâ€” a calcium carbonate b calcium
bicarbonate c sodium carbonate d sodium bicarbonate Ans: The chemical behaviour of an atom depends
uponâ€” a the number of protons in its nucleus b the number of neutrons in the nucleus c the number of
electrons orbiting around the nucleus d the number of nucleons in the nucleus Ans: Iodine can be separated
from a mixture of Iodine and Potassium Chloride byâ€” a sedimentation b filtration c sublimation d distillation
Ans: The gas that usually causes explosions in coal mines isâ€” a Hydrogen b Carbon monoxide c Air d
Methane Ans: Identify the metal which is non-toxic in nature. PbCO3 is the formula ofâ€” a cinnabar b
cerruside c corundum d chromite Ans: In the flame, which part of it is called the black zone? What is the
chromosome number in a human ovum? Which is the gland that holds the body thermostat? The total number
of bones in the human body isâ€” a b c d Ans: Which one of the following organs excretes water, fat and
various catabolic wastes? Which one of the following gives energy to our body? The abnormal constituent of
urine isâ€” a urea b creatinine c albumin d sodium Ans:
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Chapter 5 : Navodaya Vidyalaya Mock Test Class VI Practice Set JNVST Model Paper
Navodaya Vidyalaya Entrance Exam Question Paper Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Selection Test (JNVST) Previous
Year Entrance Exam Question Papers, Model Papers, Sample Papers are available with solutions for download in pdf
format along with information on the exam Pattern, exam dates, syllabus for class 4th, 5th, 6th, 8th, 9th and 10th
classes.

Composition of the Test The selection test will be of two-hour duration and will have 3 sections with only
objective type questions. There are questions in all of marks. Each question carries one mark: A single test
booklet comprising of the 3 sections will be given to each candidate. Method of Recording Answers a A
separate Answer sheet will be provided. Candidates are required to indicate their answers at an appropriate
place on the answer sheet itself. A copy of specimen Answer Sheet is enclosed. Candidates should bring their
own ballpoint pens. Use of pencil is strictly prohibited. The candidate is required to select correct answer and
indicate correct corresponding number 1, 2, 3, 4 given against the probable answers on the answer sheet. For
example if your answer for Question no. Overwriting, cutting and erasing on the Answer Sheet is also not
allowed. In case test booklet of correct language opted for is not provided, the candidate should get it changed
before start of the examination. It is the responsibility of the candidate to obtain the test booklet of his choice
as opted in the application form. No representation in this regard will be entertained after the examination is
over. Therefore, the candidate should not spend too much of time on a particular question. This will help to
save time. Candidates are advised not to spend more time on each section of test than suggested, although they
are free to adjust the total time, as they like. Questions are based on figures and diagrams only. Questions are
meant to assess general mental functioning of the candidates. The section is divided into ten paras having 5
questions each. Given below are some examples: In questions 1 to 5, four figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 have been given
in each question. Of these four figures, three figures are similar in some way and one figure is different. Select
the figure which is different. In questions 6 to 10, a problem figure is given on the left side and four answer
figures marked 1, 2, 3, 4 are given on the right side. Select the answer figure which is exactly the same as the
problem figure. In questions 11 to 15 there is a problem figure on the left hand side, a part of which is missing.
Observe the answer figures 1, 2, 3, 4 on the right hand side and find out the answer figure which without
changing the direction, fits in the missing part of the problem figure in order to complete the pattern in the
problem figure. In questions 16 to 20, there are three problem figures on the left hand side and the space for
the fourth figure is left blank. The problem figures are in a series. Find out one figure from among the answer
figures given on the right hand side, which occupies the blank space for the fourth figure on the left hand side
and completes the series. In questions 21 to 25, there are two sets of two problem figures each. The second set
has a mark of interrogation? There exists a relationship between the first two problem figures. Similar
relationship should exist between the third and fourth problem figure. Select one of the answer figure which
replaces the mark of interrogation. In questions 26 to 30 one part of a square is on the left hand side as
question figure and the other one is among the four answer figures 1, 2, 3, 4 given on the right hand side. Find
out the figure that completes the square. In questions 31 to 35 there is a problem figure on the left side and
four answer figures marked 1, 2, 3, 4 are given on the right side. Select the answer figure which is exactly the
mirror image of the problem figure when the mirror is held at X Y. In question 36 to 40 a piece of paper is
folded and punched as shown in problem figures on the left side and four answer figures marked 1, 2, 3, 4 are
given on right side. Select the answer figure which indicates how the paper will appear when opened unfolded.
In questions 41 to 45 a problem figure is given on the left side and four answer figures, marked 1, 2, 3, 4 are
given on the right side. Select the answer figure which can be formed from the cut-off pieces given in the
problem figure. In questions 46 to 50 a problem figure is given on the left side and four answer figures,
marked 1, 2, 3, 4 are given on the right side. All the Twenty-five questions of this test will be based on the
following 15 topics 1. Number and numeric system. Four fundamental operations on whole number.
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Fractional number and four fundamental operations on them. Factors and multiple including their properties.
Decimals and fundamental operations on them. Conversion of fractions to decimals and vice-versa.
Applications of number in measure length, mass, capacity, time, money etc 9. Distance, time and speed.
Simplification of Numerical Expressions, Percentage and its applications. Perimeter, area and volume.
Language Test The main purpose of this test is to assess reading comprehension of the candidates. The test
consists of three passages. Each passage is followed by 5 questions. Candidates shall read each passage
carefully and answer the questions that follow. In addition, there will be 10 questions to test grammar and
writing skills of candidates.
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Chapter 6 : Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Exam Sample Paper
JNVST Model Papers Download for Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Admission Entrance Test Class 4th to 5th and 6th,
7th, 8th, 9th 10th and 12th Standard Lateral Entry Admission Selection for the academic year of , and the JNVST
Selection Test conducted for all in 27 States and 7 Union Territories across in the country, Every year.

Download the question papers and start your preparation for upcoming entrance exam. The Jawahar Navodaya
Vidyalaya Samiti is going to conduct the entrance test for the admission of various classes such as 4th, 5th,
6th, 7th, 8th, 9th,10th and 11thth. This exam is conducted for the admission for the upcoming academic year
It is found that more number of candidates applied for this test. Now all the candidates those who want to
apply for this JNVST exam, now searching for the previous year papers, model papers and sample papers for
the exam. The candidates can get the sample and model papers from the official site of exam board. There will
be objective type questions and each question carry one mark. What is a Model Question Paper? A Model
question paper is a format of the question paper that is asked in the previous year examination. It represents
the format how the questions are asked in the written examination. This sample paper is available on the
internet to download by the candidates. For every exam there is a sample or model question paper is associated
with the exam. The purpose of issuing these papers is to help the applied candidates for their exam. This
model question paper will help the applicants in number of ways: By using the model question paper the
candidates can understand the paper pattern for the exam. The candidates can practice by themselves by using
these Model question papers. Also they evaluate their stage of preparation by solving the Model question
papers. Solving the number of model question paper will increase their speed and confidence. This will help
the candidates to score more in the written exam and qualified for the next level. This will help the candidates
to train their self for the exam. The candidates can also know to which subject they have to put lot of effort
and which subject they have to prepare well.
Chapter 7 : Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Question Papers | JNV Model Papers PDF for 6th/9th Entrance
About JNVST: Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti is going to Conduct the JNVST to Take admission in Class IX in Jawahar
Navodaya Schools in India. Admissions in JNVs are made through the JAWAHAR NAVODAYA VIDYALAYA
SELECTION TEST (JNVST) at Class IX.

Chapter 8 : Navodaya Entrance Exam Study Material Free Download for Class 6 in Hindi
JNV entrance exam question papers are updated here for the candidates who are preparing for JNV entrance exam
these papers are very useful for their exam preparation. JNV Exam / Jawahar Navodaya Entrance exam for lateral
entrance into 9th Class is been conducting on this year.

Chapter 9 : Navodaya 9th Class Entrance Test | JNVS IX Class Admissions | www.nxgvision.com
navodaya 9th class entrance test ,jnvs 9th class selection test ,application form,admit cards,results,exam date,last date
9th class admissions ,eligibility criteria.
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